Module title | Supervising Tutorial for Basic Courses 4 | Abbreviation | 07-SQF-TFB4-102-m01
---|---|---|---
Module coordinator | degree programme coordinator Biologie (Biology) | Module offered by | Faculty of Biology
ECTS | 4 | Method of grading | Only after succ. compl. of module(s)
Duration | 1 semester | Module level | undergraduate

Contents
Working as tutors, students will mentor other students during the modules Allgemeine Biologie (General Biology) I through III in particular. Tutors will help students improve upon their understanding of material, consolidate their knowledge and prepare for assessments. They will correct exercises, will discuss these with students and will help them fill gaps in their knowledge. Tutors will support other students on their way towards academic success.

Intended learning outcomes
The tutors are able to communicate complex concepts in a clear and structured way. They have gained experience supervising a group. Having prepared for answering specific questions and explaining material in detail, the tutors have also enhanced their own subject-specific skills. They have enhanced their teaching skills.

Courses
T (no information on SWS (weekly contact hours) and course language available)

Method of assessment
proof of tutoring activities and report (approx. 2 to 3 pages)

Allocation of places
--

Additional information
--

Referred to in LPO I (examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)
--

Module appears in
Bachelor' degree (1 major) Biology (2011)
Bachelor' degree (1 major) Biology (2013)
Bachelor' degree (1 major) Biology (2010)